GENERAL   JNrORMATION
order These mice like animals have long
tufted tails and very lone hind legs the front
legs not b^ing used for locomotion
Jeremiad any utterance or wntinj, in which
sorrow or complaint is the chief characterihtic
so named as recalling the style of the Lamen
ations 01 Jeremiah in the Old Testament
Jerusalem Chamber a room in Westminster Abbey
deriving its name from the circumstance of iti
having originally been decorated with a view of
Jerusalem Henry IV died in this chamber
and the Committee for the Revision of the Bible
met there in 1870 and later
Jesuits members of the Roman Catholic te clung
order founded by Ignatius Loyola m 1534
A long and vigorous course of study is pre
bcribed before they axe admitted into the
privileges of fall membership They are
required to take the vows of voluntary poverty
perfect chastity perfect obedience and coja
plete submission to the Pope The Society
played an important part m politics
Jet a deep black fossil substance admitting of a
high polish and much used for jewellery orna
ments and trimming It is a form of lignite
the most important British deposit being found
npar Whitby where jet manufacture has been
an established industry for a long period
Jet Engine an aeroplane engine which derives
its thrust from the high velocity of the gases it
ejects rhe essential units m a jet engine are
a rotary compressor and a gas turbine the
latter driving the compressor The first
reliable high performance jet propulsion engine
for aircraft was invented by Air Commodore Sir
Frank Whittle
Jet Stream, a meteorological term coined ui 1940
to describe the relatively narrow belt of t>trong
winds (100-200 m p h ) at levels in the atmo
sphere from 3 to 7 miles These winds are un,
portanfc in forecasting weather and can be a
valuable aid to aircraft From the ground
where there may be little wind the jet stream
can sometimes be seen as high, curus cloud
movmir across the sky at high speed
Jew's Harp The name is believed to be a
corruption of jaws harp This instrument
consists of a metal frame with a central tongue
of spring steel The frame is pres^d against
the teeth and the tongue of the harp is twanged
with the finger the mouth acting as a resonat
ing chamber By altering the shape of the
mouth the resonant frequency and therefore
the note can be varied
Jockey CTnb the governing body that although
possessing no legal status frames rules and laws
by which horse racing and turf matters generally
are regulated. The club house is at New
market
John Bull the typical figure of an Englishman
bluff big and burly Arbuthnots History 0}
Jolm Bull is supposed to have originated the
character
John Dory a flsh found in most temperate seas and
common in British waters It is of a golden
yellow colour (jaime dord) has a high dorsal fin
with long filaments projecting from the spines,
very protractile jaws and is much valued as a
table flsh According to legend the dark spot
on each side of its body is the thumbprmfe of
Bt Peter who took a coin from the fish s mouth
(Matt XVH 24-7)
John o Groat's House W of Duncansby Head
Caithness popularly named as the northern
most point of Scotland According to legend
the house which has now disappeared was built
hi octagonal form by a Dutchman Jan de Groot
who came to live there m the 16th cent The
site is marked and an mn was erected near it to
1876
jongleurs were minstrels and jesters who wan
dered from town to town singing songs playing
musical instruments dancing and giving
entertainments in mediaeval France and
Norman England Jongleurs were low born In
contrast to the Troubadours who weie often of
the nobility
Joule a unit of energy in the SI system of units
defined as the worik done when the point of
application of a force of one newton is displaced
through a distance of one metre in the direction
of the force Named after J P Joule (1818-89)
The relationship between mechanical energy and
JAC-JOU	L.65
Tackai is found in ^E Europe India and
Ceylon o*her species inhabit Africa ind Egypt
The jackal is a well known =cavenger It hunts
singly or m paira unlike the wolf which usually
hunts in packs
Jackdaw one of the smaller members of the Crow
family This European bird is typically black
with grey collar It is easily tamed makes an
amusing pet and dehghte in making ofi° with
and taking to its nest bright objects such as
silverware
Jacobins a Trench revolutionary club or party
formed m 1789 and accustomed to meet at a
Jacobin convent hence the name It became
a controlling force in the Revolution especially
in the movement which led to the Terror
Robespierre was its chief spokesman.
Jacobites adherents of the Stuart cause after the
abdication of James It First James himself
then his son (the Old Pretender) and later his
grandson (the loung Pretender) tried to fan the
flame of rebellion m Scotland and Ireland bnt
after the defeat at Culloden in 1746 the cause
wis lost Also the name of the monophymte
heretics of Syria (see Section J) so named after
their leader Jacobus Baradaeus in the 6th cent
a d
Jade a green mineral found in China America
and New Zealand and used for making vases
bracelets and other ornamental articles
There are many varieties and there it, evidence
that the stone was in common use in prehistoric
times for weapons and utensils
Jaguar a South American carnivorous animal
resembling the leopard but much l^ger and
more powerful the largest of the Fehdae
Janeite a devotee of Jane Austen and her writings
Janissaries an 6lite band of Ottoman foo*- soldiers
who acted as the Sultans bodyguard They
were conscripts raised by the tribute of
children from conquered Christian countries
mainly Serbia and Albania First recruited
under Murad I (14th cent) They were not
allowed to marry They gained great power
under the Ottoman Empire In 1826 the
Sultan Mahmud n had them massacred
January the first month of the year named after
Janus the two faced god of the Romans It
was the Wolf monath and Aefter Yule of the
Saxons.
Jasmine a graceful climber belonging to the ohve
family with odoriferous blossom originally a
Persian plant but now acclimatised m many
varieties in almost all parts of the world Two
species of jasmine (the common jasmine and
the Spanish jasmine) yield oils used m per
fnmery
Jasper a precious stone of the chalcedony variety
opaaue and coloured red brown yellow and
sometimes green. It was greatly esteemed
by the ancients the Bible haying numerous
allusions to it
Jay, a gaily-coloured bird of the Grow family of
many species—the Blue jay of N America the
Canada jay sometimes called whisky jack
the Siberian jay and the British jay fawn
coloured with black and whitish crest and bright
blue feathers m the wings It lives in woods
and like the magpie takes the eggs and young
of small nesting birds
Jazz, a rhythmical syncopated music character
ised by a strong element of improvisation in the
performance probably originating among the
Negro population of the Southern States of the
USA. It became popular during the nrst
world war and in a commercialised form has
held the popular field ever since Modern dance
music and popular songs are based on the jazz
idiom which has also had a profound effect upon
contemporary music of a more serious kind
Jean a stout kind of twilled cotton cloth much
worn m olden times and resembling fustian
Blue jeans adopted by American city young
sters from farmworkers are now the fashion
elsewhere and worn not only as overalls by
workmen but by both sexes m leisure tune
Jelly-fish. The jelly fishes which have gelatinous
translucent bodies fringed at the margin with
delicate tentacles constitute the coelenterate
order Sc/uyihozoa The month with a squarish,
opening is seen on the underside and there are
four horseshoe-shaped sex organs.
Jerboa, small jumping mammaia of the Rodent

